Dumper
Hopper
Maximum Line Efficiency and Flow
in a Compact Footprint

The Dumper Hopper combines the best features of our
Crate Dumper and Metering Hopper and puts them into
one compact machine. Designed with the dumper on
top of the hopper, the dumper unloads product into
the hopper quickly and gently, where it is stored and
discharged it at your specific flow rate to the processing
line. The Dumper Hopper is designed to promote
smooth transfer through the entire process, minimizing
product damage. Accurate, even metering optimizes
processing flow at a rate that scales up or down based
on your needs.
• Flow rate from 3,000-30,000 pounds per hour

Common Food Applications

• Compact design with the dumper on top of the
hopper reduces footprint
• Auger, flat belt or rodded belt discharges available

Potatoes

Apples

Beets

Carrots

Onions

• Hopper receives product from the dumper, stores it
in-line then discharges it at your specific flow rate to
the processing line
• Product is handled gently with a unique support
baffle that minimizes damage
• Sanitary design minimizes debris build up and allows
for quick and thorough cleaning

Dumper Hopper

Specifications

73.74in
1872.9mm
54.00in
1371.6mm
INFEED WIDTH

Dumper Capacity: 2500 lbs (1134 kg)
Dumping Cycle: 50 seconds
Electrical: 208-230/460 VAC, 60 Hz,
3 Phase

108.42in
2753.8mm

Motor: 2 HP (2.2 kW)
Weight: 1600 lbs. (726 kg)

ADJUSTABLE TOTE
RETENTION STRAP

Hopper Capacity: 85 cu. ft. standard
(larger available)

54" X 54"
CRATE IS
SHOWN FOR
REFERENCE

Electrical: 230-460 VAC, 60 Hz,
3 Phase
Motor: 1-2 HP (.75-1.5 kW)
Weight: 1800 lbs. (816 kg)

165.11in
4193.8mm
CLEARANCE
HEIGHT WITH
54" TALL CRATE

156.56in
3976.6mm
HEIGHT REQUIRED
TO RETAIN A 54"
TALL CRATE

97.44in
2474.9mm
INLET
HEIGHT

Features
•  Tubular 304 stainless steel frame
29.69in
754mm
DISCHARGE
HEIGHT

HYDRAULIC
POWER
PACK

E 8.17v3

Contact Us
Vanmark is proud to provide top quality equipment,
exceptional service and peace of mind worldwide for the
potato and produce processing industries. Contact us for more
information and to custom-fit the Dumper Hopper for your
specific application.

To feed our growing world - Together
Phone: +1 740-201-0004
Email: sales@vanmark.com
vanmark.com

